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Common research methods challenges for 

policy making 

Health 

technology 

assessment 

Comparative 

effectiveness 

research 

• Does this therapy generate incremental 

clinical effectiveness compared to other 

treatments? 

• Will these effects exist in routine practice? 

• Is there a net overall benefit as perceived 

by patients? 

• Will some patients benefit more than 

others? 

• Does the net incremental benefit justify the 

additional cost? 

 



Methods challenge 1 

Does this therapy generate incremental clinical 

effectiveness compared to other treatments? 

 



Incremental effectiveness 

 Context 

• Randomised trial evidence for treatment effects 

– Formally addresses selection bias 

– High internal validity 

• Typically expensive and slow 

• Range of existing therapies often significant 

• Typically full range of alternatives not compared head –

to-head 



Incremental effectiveness 

 Indirect and mixed treatment comparisons 

Sutton et al. Pharmacoeconomics 2008; 26 (9): 753-767 



Incremental effectiveness 

 Example of thrombolytics 

Caldwell et al. BMJ 2005; 331: 897-900 



Incremental effectiveness 

 Example of thrombolytics 

Caldwell et al. BMJ 2005; 331: 897-900 



Incremental effectiveness 

 Issues  

• Key assumptions 

– Similarity of trials 

– Consistency 

• Defining relevant comparators 

• Defining the network 

• Complexity of analysis and presentation 

ISPOR Task Force on Indirect Treatment Comparisons Good Research Practices, Value in Health 2011; 429-437 



Methods challenge 2 

Will these effects exist in routine practice? 

 

 



The ‘real world’ study 

• Pre-launch  

– Limited scope for more ‘pragmatic’ studies 

– Study design determined by regulatory authorities 

• Post-launch 

– ‘Pragmatic’ randomised head-to-head studies  

– Who pays?  

– Limited number of comparators 

• Use of linked administrative databases 

– Range of non-treatment effect evidence 

– Challenge of characterising and adjusting for selection bias 

• Likely link with coverage with evidence development 

 



Methods challenge 3 

Is there a net overall benefit as perceived by 

patients? 

 

 



Benefit assessment for decision making: the 

role of PROs 

Health care 

interventions 

Clinical 

impact 
Impact on 

patients 

• Designed around 

  basic science 

• Focus on anticipated 

  clinical effects 

• ‘Objective measures’ 

    e.g. cancer progression 

• Clinical interpretation 

   e.g. Psoriasis Area and 

   Severity Index (PASI)  

• Subjective well-being 

• Varies by underlying concept 

  e.g. function 

• Potentially broader than clinical 



Using patients’ preference to make trade-offs

 Example from prostate cancer 

Sculpher et al. British Medical Journal 2004, vol 328, pp382 



The importance of trade-offs 

Option A better by 2 months Life expectancy 

No problems 

 

Lacking energy 

 

Physical energy 

 

Present Absent Breast swelling 

Present, mild Present, mild Hot flushes 

Absent Moderate Diarrhoea 

Treatment B Treatment A 

Sculpher et al. British Medical Journal 2004, vol 328, pp382 



Net benefit analysis 
 Example in irritable bowel syndrome 



Net benefit analysis 
 Example in irritable bowel syndrome 

Lynd et al.  Value in Health 2010, 13 (4): 411-17 



Net benefit analysis 
 Example in irritable bowel syndrome 

Lynd et al.  Value in Health 2010, 13 (4): 411-17 

Benefits 

 

Benefits 

Pain 

Urgency 

Diarrhoea 

  

Harms 

Constipation 4.6% 

Impacted bowel 0.11/1000 wks  

Ischaemic colitis 0.15 per 1000 wks 

Deaths 4/10,000 per year 

 

Mean net benefit 34.1 RVALYs 



Methods challenge 4 

Will some patients benefit more than others? 

 

 



Personalised net benefit analysis 

 Example of HRT 



Personalised net benefit analysis 

 Example of HRT 



Conclusions 

• Stated policy contexts in US and Europe markedly 

different 

• HTA and CER need to been seen in these contexts 

• Core underlying methods challenges are very similar 

• Some important implications for manufacturers 

– Core evidence development similar internationally 

– Presentation will vary by jurisdiction 

 

 

 


